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ABSTRACT
We introduce an information bundling model that addresses
two important but relatively unstudied issues in real mar-
kets for information goods: automated customization of con-
tent based on categories, and competition among content
providers. Using this model, we explore the strategies that
sellers (or automated agents acting on their behalf) might
use to set both price and bundle composition, and the mar-
ket dynamics that might ensue from such strategy choices.
The model incorporates di�erent categories of information,
explicitly accounts for �nite production and consumption
costs, and allows for possibly heterogeneous valuations by
consumers. First, we determine the optimal bundle compo-
sition and price for a monopolist as a function of the seller's
production costs and the consumers' preferences and con-
sumption costs. For �nite costs, �nite-sized bundles are op-
timal. Then, we use game-theoretic analysis and simulation
to explore the behavior of the market when there are multi-
ple content providers. We �nd that, if consumer preferences
are homogeneous, sellers choose to o�er the same bundle
that a monopolist would choose, but that competition forces
sellers to o�er the bundles at cost. For heterogeneous pref-
erences, positive pro�ts are possible, but there appears not
to be a pure strategy Nash equilibrium. This is manifested
as a never-ending cycle of prices and bundle choices when
sellers employ a myopic best-response algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION
The extremely low marginal cost of replicating and dis-

tributing information goods on the Internet has led to a
resurgent interest in the study of product bundling. Most
of the literature has focused on the question of whether a
seller ought to sell items individually or as a �xed bun-
dle, depending on the structure of consumer preferences,
production costs, and a variety of other conditions. How-
ever, several practically important issues in electronic mar-
kets for information goods have received very little atten-
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tion. One such issue is the development of automated (and
hence low-priced) technologies that permit consumers to
pick and choose items to compose their own customized
bundles based on information categories. Another is that
information providers such as online journals will compete
with one another both on price and on the categorical com-
position of their bundles. It is of great practical interest to
explore the strategies that sellers (or automated agents act-
ing on their behalf) might use to set both price and bundle
composition, and the market dynamics that ensue from such
strategy choices.
This paper presents and analyzes a model in which multi-

ple sellers compete to o�er bundles of categorized informa-
tion goods. It explicitly considers the consumers as (human
or automated) agents that actively choose sets of bundles
that will best satisfy their individual needs. First, in sec-
tion 2, we review some of the most relevant bundling liter-
ature and discuss why it fails to address many of the issues
that we feel are relevant for markets of bundled information
goods. Then, in section 3, we introduce a novel information
bundling model that incorporates di�erent categories of in-
formation, explicitly accounts for �nite production and con-
sumption (or clutter) costs, and allows for possibly heteroge-
neous valuations by consumers. In section 4, we determine
the optimal bundle composition and price for a monopo-
list as a function of various seller and consumer parameters,
�nding that �nite-sized bundles are optimal when costs are
�nite. Then, in section 5, we present a game-theoretic analy-
sis of an oligopoly with homogeneous consumer preferences.
In a sequential game in which content choices precede price
competition, we show that an oligopoly will achieve tacit
collusion, producing a total output matching that of a mo-
nopolist. The pro�ts earned by each �rm will be positive,
but will sum to less than that of a monopolist. If �rms can
instantaneously adjust their bundle composition, and thus
can make content and pricing choices simultaneously, then
each seller will independently set its bundle to that of the
monopolist, and pro�ts will be driven to zero. In section 6,
we simulate an oligopoly in which the sellers employ a my-
opic best-response algorithm, showing that it reproduces the
game-theoretic behavior. We then use simulation to inves-
tigate more complex scenarios that include heterogeneous
preferences and more than two sellers, �nding that these
can exhibit more complex behavior in which both the prices
and the bundle compositions can cycle, but the sellers can
make positive pro�ts. Finally, we summarize our �ndings
and indicate some plans for future work in section 7.
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2. RELATED WORK
Selling heterogeneous content as a bundle is not a new con-

cept in the economics literature. Early papers considered a
single provider bundling two goods [1, 31, 36]. More recent
papers have extended the analysis to a monopolist bundling
N goods [3, 8]. Analysis of a complete N -good bundling
model with 2N bundle combinations andN -dimensional con-
sumer preferences quickly becomes intractable, even when
competition is not considered. As a result, these papers
restrict themselves to two simple alternatives: unbundling
(selling each article in the collection separately) and pure
bundling (o�ering the entire bundle for a single price). Some
recent work does consider multiple content providers [16, 4,
15]. Each of these papers considers a rather speci�c con-
struction of consumer preferences. None allow �rms to con-
trol the degree of heterogeneity of content in their o�erings.
The characteristics that di�erentiate articles from each other
are either unobserved or not manipulable by the �rms. 1

The model presented in this paper allows �rms to choose
product composition as well as price. There does exist a
vast economics literature on endogenous product di�eren-
tiation, but the form of di�erentiation typically studied is
inappropriate for categorized information goods. The ba-
sic model originated by Hotelling [24] allows �rms to choose
which type of product they wish to o�er. This choice is
represented by a location on a line. Each consumer has
an ideal product location, so that di�erences in consumer
preferences are indicated by a distribution in the density of
demand along the line. Consumers buy the product that
is closest to their ideal. The primary issue considered by
papers using this Hotelling model is the degree of di�eren-
tiation �rms choose. If �rms choose the same location on
the line, then they are minimally di�erentiated. Maximal
di�erentiation is represented by �rms choosing to locate at
opposite endpoints. This occurs if transportation costs are
quadratic, i.e. the penalty associated with not obtaining
one's ideal product is a non-linear function of the distance
between the ideal and the actual product consumed. Various
references [2, 28, 39, 33, 13, 11] consider variations of models
in which �rms choose location (holding price choices �xed).
Others broaden the analysis to the situation in which �rms
simultaneously control both location and price [10, 32, 43],
or extend to �rms the option to open multiple outlets [18,
29, 5].
All of these papers assume that �rms sell each product

separately. This is a reasonable restriction for the Hotelling
model, since consumers are assumed to buy at most one
product. However, in a market for information goods, con-
sumers are likely to desire to read numerous di�erent arti-
cles, and sellers are likely to �nd bundling advantageous.

3. MODEL
Our information bundling model assumes a population of

B buyers and S sellers. First, consider the sellers. Each
seller o�ers a single bundle2 consisting of a selection of ar-
ticles in some combination of choices from C categories.

1Some papers do allow for distinct groups of products [30,
14]. But, in these models, the two �rms produce variations
of components that combine to form a system. A compo-
nent (without its counterpart) is valueless. This is not a
reasonable description for how content is valued by readers.
2A more sophisticated version of the model would allow s
to set a price schedule based on the number of articles con-

Speci�cally, at any given moment, each seller s will charge
price ps for a bundle consisting of a mix of articles in di�er-
ent categories: �sc articles for category c, for each 0 � c <
C 3. Each seller experiences a cost rs for producing and dis-
tributing each article that it sells, so the cost of producing
a bundle is rs

P
c �sc.

4

Now, consider the buyers. We suppose that buyer b's
valuation of n articles from category c is vbcfbc(n), where vbc
can be thought of as an intrinsic valuation and fbc(n) can be
thought of as a saturation function|a concave function of
n satisfying fbc(0) = 0, fbc(1) = 1 and fbc(n) � n for n � 2.
The intrinsic valuations vbc are chosen independently from
some distribution gc(v). Furthermore, articles in di�erent
categories are not substitutable for or complementary to one
another, i.e. a buyer's valuation of a set of articles drawn
from di�erent categories is simply equal to the sum of its
valuations for the articles in each separate category. Finally,
the buyer b experiences a clutter cost �b for sifting through
each article that it receives, regardless of its valuation for
that article.
Each buyer b decides to purchase qbs bundles from each

seller s, and in so doing it receives qbs�sc articles in category
c from seller s. Buyer b's valuation of this set of articles isP

c
vbcfbc

�P
s
qbs�sc

���b
P

sc
qbs�sc, and it pays a total ofP

s psqbs to obtain them. Therefore b's surplus is

�b =
X
c

vbcfbc

 X
s

qbs�sc

!
� �b

X
sc

qbs�sc�
X
s

psqbs:

(1)

Each buyer b attempts to set its purchase vector qbs so as
to maximize this quantity.
Returning to the seller, we see that seller s's revenue

will be ps
P

b qbs. Subtracting the bundle production cost
rs
P

c
�sc and normalizing by the number of buyers B, we

�nd that seller s's pro�t per buyer is

�s =
1

B

X
b

qbs

"
ps � rs

X
c

�sc

#
: (2)

Each seller s attempts to set ps and �sc so as to maximize
this quantity.
For simplicity, we shall restrict qbs to be either 0 or 1, i.e.

a buyer purchases at most one bundle from each seller.

sumed by the buyer, rather than only permitting a single
bundle to be o�ered. Even more generally, the price could
depend explicitly on the categories and number of articles
within each category in arbitrarily complex and nonlinear
ways. The restriction to a single bundle here is primarily
motivated by a desire to make the analysis tractable for
multiple sellers, but that same fear of intractability could
also practically limit sellers from availing themselves of more
exible price schedules. A broader range of price schedules
is examined by Brooks et al. [7] for the case of a monopolist.
3We anticipate that, in markets in which specialization oc-
curs, �sc will be zero for many of the categories c.
4Any production costs associated with the creation of the
article are assumed to be amortized over a very large number
of buyers, and therefore negligible.
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4. MONOPOLY ANALYSIS
As a �rst step in our analysis, consider a market with just

a single seller. In this case, Eqs. 1 and 2 reduce to:

� =
1

B

X
b

qb

"
p� r

X
c

�c

#
(3)

and

�b = qb

"X
c

vbcfbc(�c)� �b
X
c

�c � p

#
: (4)

Buyer b must decide whether to purchase the seller's bun-
dle or not. Clearly, if the term in square brackets in Eq. 4 is
positive, then it ought to purchase the bundle, i.e., it should
set qb = 1; otherwise, it should not purchase the bundle
(qb = 0). Substituting this condition into Eq. 3, we obtain:

� =
1

B

X
b

�

 X
c

vbcfbc(�c)� �b
X
c

�c � p

!"
p � r

X
c

�c

#

(5)

where �(x) represents the step function, equal to 1 if x > 0
and 0 otherwise.
In the remainder of this section, we shall determine the

price p and bundle ~� that maximizes a monopolist's pro�t,
given two di�erent assumptions about the normalized valu-
ations vbc. In subsection 4.1, we assume that they are equal
for all buyers, i.e., vbc = vc. In subsection 4.2, we assume
that the vbc are all independent and distributed uniformly
between zero and one.

4.1 Equal valuations
Assume that the valuations vbc, the nonlinear saturation

functions fbc, and the clutter costs �b are the same for all
buyers. To determine the optimal price p� and the optimal

bundle ~��, we �rst compute the optimal price for any bun-
dle, and then use this result to compute the optimal bundle.

To compute the optimal price for any given setting of ~�,
note that, in Eq. 5, the monopolist's pro�t is maximized
when p is maximized subject to the constraint given by the
� function. Thus the monopolist's pro�t is maximized at
the price

p� =
X
c

vbcfc(�c) � �
X
c

�c: (6)

Substituting this price into Eq. 5 yields a pro�t per buyer
of

� =
X
c

vcfc(�c)� (r + �)�c (7)

To compute the pro�t-maximizing bundle ~��, note that
each term in the summation appearing in Eq. 7 is inde-
pendent. Therefore, we can solve independently for each
component �c. The optimal value �

�
c is simply the one that

maximizes vcfc(�c) � (r + �)�c. Thus ��c depends simply
on the ratio  � r+�

vc
. Since ��c is an integer, there will be

regions of  that share the same value of ��c . The bound-
ary between a region in which ��c = �0 and one in which
��c = �0 + 1 occurs when

fc(�0 + 1)� fc(�0) =  =
r+ �

vc
: (8)

The boundaries between regions with di�erent ~�� are a
superposition of the boundaries of the individual compo-
nents. Figure 1 illustrates these boundaries as a function of
� and r for a speci�c scenario. The number of categories
is C = 2, and the saturation function for each category is
fc(x) =

p
x. 5 The valuations v1 and v2 are 1 and 1/2,

respectively, i.e., all of the buyers value a single article in
category 1 twice as highly as they value one in category 2.
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Figure 1: Optimal ~��, indicated in diagram as (��1
��2), as a function of the buyer clutter cost � and the
seller production cost r. The number of categories
is C = 2. Each buyer has equal valuations for articles
in the two categories: speci�cally, v1 = 1 and v2 = 0:5.

The regions in Fig. 1 are labeled according to their opti-
mal (��1�

�
2). Several trends are readily apparent. First, the

boundaries are linear, of the form r + � = const, i.e., the
optimal �� depends solely on the sum of the buyers' clutter
cost and the seller's production cost. This follows naturally
from the fact that ��c depends only on the ratio  � r+�

vc
.

A second observation is that the individual components
of the bundle vector, ��1 and ��2 , increase as r+� decreases.
Third, the rate at which the ��c decrease increases as r + �
is reduced, resulting in severe crowding of the boundaries as
r+�! 0. In this particular scenario, for example, ��1 shifts
from �0 to the next higher value when r+� is reduced below
the threshold de�ned by

p
�0 + 1�p�0. Thus the transition

from ��1 = 0 to ��1 = 1 occurs at r + � = 1, and successive
transitions occur at r + � =

p
2 � 1 = 0:4142,

p
3 � p2 =

0:3178, at 2�p3 = 0:2679, etc. For ��2 , the corresponding
thresholds occur at half of these values. Thus the boundaries
displayed in Fig. 1 can be viewed as a superposition of two
in�nite sets of boundaries, one of which is half the scale of
the other. Using Eq. 8, one can show that the observed
inverse relationship of ��1 and ��2 to r + � holds for any
concave saturation function f .

5This can be taken as an instance of the somewhat more gen-
eral class of saturation functions given by fc(x) = x�c , with
0 < �c < 1. A saturation function of this form with �c ! 0
implies that consumers have no interest in obtaining more
than one article in category c (extreme subadditivity), while
�c ! 1 implies that consumers have an insatiable appetite
for articles of that category, and are willing to consume them
in essentially in�nite quantity.
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The third e�ect|the severe crowding together of the bound-
aries when costs are low|can be understand by noting that,
for su�ciently small r + �, Eq. 8 can be approximated as

f 0c(�0) �  =
r + �

vc
; (9)

which yields

��c �
�

vc
2 (r + �)

�2

: (10)

Taking the derivative with respect to r + �, we �nd that
the distance between successive boundaries diminishes ap-
proximately as (r+ �)3, which explains the severe crowding
of boundaries at low costs. More generally, if the satura-
tion function is of the form f(x) = x�, then a bit of algebra

shows that this distance scales as (r+�)
2��

1�� . Thus boundary
crowding occurs even for extreme saturation (� ! 0), and
becomes increasingly severe for weaker saturation (�! 1).

4.2 Uniform distribution of valuations
Here we determine the optimal price and bundle for a mo-

nopolist under the assumption that the buyers' preferences
are heterogeneous. Speci�cally, we suppose that the valua-
tions vbc are independent and uniformly distributed between
0 and 1. As before, we assume that the nonlinear saturation
functions fbc and the clutter costs �b are the same for all
buyers.
It is helpful in this case to visualize B individual valuation

vectors (one for each buyer) as points lying within a C-

dimensional hypercube. At any given price p and bundle ~�,
some of the buyers may purchase the bundle while others
will not. From the step function in Eq. 5, it follows that the
purchasers are those with valuation vectors vbc satisfying:X

c

vbcfc(�c) > p+ �
X
c

�c: (11)

For any �xed p and ~�, the boundary between purchasers and
non-purchasers is a hyperplane that cuts the unit hypercube
to form a simplex of non-purchasers. (Any component c for
which �c = 0 does not contribute to either side of Eq. 11.
Therefore the problem reduces to a hypercube and hyper-
plane in a subspace consisting of just those components c
for which �c > 0.) In the limit as the number of buyers
B ! 1, the points vbc are distributed uniformly, and the
fraction of non-purchasers is just the volume of the simplex.
Thus the fraction of purchasers is that of the hypercube (1)
minus this volume. Substituting this for all terms in Eq. 5
except for the term in square brackets, we obtain the seller's
pro�t per buyer:

� =

"
1 � (p+ �(

P
c
�c))

�

�!
Q

c2�c>0 fc(�c)

# "
p� r

X
c

�c

#
(12)

where

� �
X

c2(�c>0)

1 (13)

is the number of non-zero components of ~�.

The optimal values of p and ~� can now be obtained by
numerically optimizing Eq. 12. Figure 2 displays the resul-

tant regions of r and � for which a given ~� is optimal, under
exactly the same conditions as in Fig. 1, except that the vbc
are distributed uniformly rather than being homogeneous.
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Figure 2: Optimal ~��, indicated in diagram as (��1
��2), as a function of the buyer clutter cost � and the
seller production cost r. The number of categories
is C = 2. Each buyer's valuation for each category is
chosen uniformly from the unit interval. Regions in
which the optimal number of articles in a category
exceed 5 are not shown.

Figure 2 is qualitatively similar to Fig. 1 in a number of
respects. The regions are again separated by boundaries of
the form r + � = const, although this property is not im-
mediately obvious from Eq. 12. Again, the optimal bundle
size is inversely related to the buyer and seller costs, and the
boundaries become increasingly crowded as r + �! 0.
The results for both uniform and equal valuations are

strongly reminiscent of those obtained for a related informa-
tion �ltering model that has been investigated previously [27].
For very high costs, such that the combined buyer and seller
costs per article exceed 1, the seller does not have a viable
business, and the optimal action is to o�er no articles. For
combined costs that are relatively high but do not exceed 1,
the optimal action is to o�er a bundle consisting of one arti-
cle in one category. When the combined costs are somewhat
lower, it becomes worthwhile for the seller to o�er a bun-
dle that includes both categories, and the number of articles
in each category becomes larger as the costs are decreased,
tending to in�nity as the costs go to zero.
The main di�erence between the information �ltering and

information bundling models is the interpretation of the

product parameter vector ~�. In the bundling model, infor-
mation is delivered in discrete bundles, and the � parameters
specify a de�nite number of articles appearing in each cate-
gory in every bundle. In the information �ltering model, the
information is delivered article by article, and the seller's �
parameters represent real number probabilities for articles
in particular categories to be let through by the �lter.

5. OLIGOPOLY ANALYSIS
In this section, we perform a game-theoretic analysis of an

oligopoly. In order to make the analysis tractable, we only
consider the case in which consumer preferences are homoge-
neous. In the next two subsections, we consider two distinct
scenarios. First, in subsection 5.1, we suppose that sellers
make their content and price decisions sequentially. This
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assumption is appropriate when content choices are much
less easily adjustable than prices, which could be due to the
lead times required to develop or advertise a new product.
In the �rst stage, the sellers simultaneously set their con-

tent parameters ~�. Then, in the second stage, they observe
the content parameters of all the other sellers and then si-
multaneously set their prices based on these settings. In
the �rst stage, sellers make their content decisions with full
awareness that, in the second stage, they and their competi-
tors will know one another's content decisions before they
set their prices. In subsection 5.2, we consider an alternate
scenario in which content and prices are set simultaneously.
In each case, the analysis is simpli�ed by taking the content
parameters �sc to be continuous variables.

5.1 Sequential Content and Price Choices
In this subsection, we analyze the case in which the sell-

ers �rst choose content simultaneously and then, having ob-
served one another's content choices, they simultaneously
set their prices.
First, we derive the equilibrium prices that will result for

any given content decisions. Since consumer preferences are
homogeneous, all consumers will behave alike, i.e., qbs = qs
and vbc = vc for all b. To make a positive pro�t, each seller
s must behave in such a manner that qs = 1. Substituting
this into Eqs. 1 and 2, we obtain:

� =
X
c

vcf(
X
s

�sc)� �
X
sc

�sc �
X
s

�s (14)

and

�s = ps � r
X
c

�sc (15)

According to Eq. 15, a seller would like to price its bundle
as high as possible, subject to the constraint that qs = 1.
In other words, the seller must price the bundle just low
enough to convince the buyer to purchase it. This is the
point at which the buyer is indi�erent between purchasing
the bundle and not purchasing it, given any other purchases
that the buyer intends to make. In other words, for seller
s0, the optimal price satis�es the condition:X

c

vcf(
X
s

�sc)� �
X
sc

�sc�
X
s

ps =

X
c

vcf(
X
s6=s0

�sc)� �
X
s6=s0;c

�sc �
X
s6=s0

ps (16)

or

p�s0 =
X
c

vc

2
4f(X

s

�sc)� f(
X
s 6=s0

�sc)

3
5� �

X
c

�s0c (17)

Substituting Eq. 17 into Eq. 15, we �nd that, at this equi-
librium, the sellers' pro�ts are given by:

��s0 =
X
c

vc

2
4f(X

s

�sc)� f(
X
s 6=s0

�sc)

3
5� (r + �)

X
c

�s0c

(18)

Treating the �sc as continuous variables, we can solve for
their optimal value by taking the appropriate partial di�er-

entials of Eq. 18 and setting them to zero:

@�s
@�sc

= vc
@f(
P

s �sc)

@�sc
� (r+ �) = 0 (19)

De�ning the total content vector �totc �Ps �sc, this can be
rewritten as

f 0(�totc ) =
(r + �)

vc
(20)

The interpretation is that there is a continuum of Nash
equilibria|any combination of �sc that sums to a value �

tot
c

satisfying Eq. 20 is a Nash equilibrium. Comparison with
Eq. 9 yields a further interpretation: at the Nash equilib-
rium, the total number of articles in each category produced
by all sellers together is equivalent to what would be o�ered
by a monopolist.
After settling upon one of the Nash equilibria de�ned by

Eq. 20 in the �rst stage, the sellers set their prices in the
second stage according to Eq. 17. The prices depend on the
particular Nash equilibrium that is realized, as do the sell-
ers' pro�ts. This is illustrated in Figure 3, which plots the
pro�t for a seller (and for both sellers combined) in a two-
seller market in which the buyers' valuations are v1 = 1 and
vi = 0 for i > 1, and the saturation function is f(x) =

p
x.

The costs are chosen to be r = 0:2 and � = 0:2. Under these
conditions, the optimal value of �tot1 is (2(r+�))�2 = 1:5625,
and so there is a continuum of Nash equilibria in which
�11 + �21 = 1:5625. Seller 1's pro�ts increase monotoni-
cally with the amount of content it provides in category 1,
�11. The combined duopoly pro�t (the thick line) is great-
est when either seller 1 or seller 2 provide all of the content.
When both sellers produce a �nite amount of content, the
total duopoly pro�t is less than would be earned by a mo-
nopolist. All equilibria are e�cient, since the consumer ends
up purchasing the e�cient number of articles, but how the
surplus is shared between the consumers and the two sellers
is greatly a�ected by the choice of equilibrium.
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Figure 3: Duopoly pro�ts. Lower curve: pro�t for
seller 1 as a function of �1. Upper curve: combined
pro�t for sellers 1 and 2. Other parameters are as
described in text.
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5.2 Simultaneous Content and Price Choices
The above results depend critically on the assumption

that sellers' decisions occur sequentially: �rst content is cho-
sen, then pricing decisions are made. However, we show
in this subsection that, if content and pricing decisions are
made simultaneously, then none of the outcomes found in
the previous subsection constitute a Nash equilibrium. For
analytical tractability, we focus here on the duopoly case.
For an outcome to be a Nash equilibrium, each seller must

be responding optimally to the other sellers' product and
pricing choices. Consider one of the sequential equilibria
derived in subsection 5.1. For this to be an equilibrium in
the simultaneous game, Seller 2 must not have an incentive
to alter its bundle and price (given Seller 1's bundle com-

position and price). Suppose Seller 1 is producing ~��1 and

Seller 2 is producing bundle ~��2 . Seller 1's price, p
�
1, is given

by Eq. 17. Now, Seller 2 considers increasing its amount of
type c0 content by �. Denote this new proposed bundle as
~�dev2 , with �dev2c = ��2c for all c 6= c0 and �dev2c0 = ��2c0 + �.

If Seller 2 can simultaneously choose a new price pdev2 such
that its pro�t is increased, then the sequential Nash equi-
librium will not be a Nash equilibrium in the simultaneous
game.
Note that, by increasing its content, Seller 2 has upset the

balance in which the buyer was indi�erent between buying
one of the bundles or both. Thus the buyer will choose
between Seller 1's and Seller 2's bundles. Seller 2 must set
its new price, pdev2 , just low enough so that the buyer will
prefer its bundle to that of Seller 1. From Eq. 14, this will
occur provided thatX

c

vcf(�
dev
2c )� �

X
c

�dev2c � pdev2 > (21)

X
c

vcf(�
�
1c)� �

X
c

��1c � p�1:

Using Eq. 17 to substitute for p�1 and solving for the value
of pdev2 that just makes the above relationship an equality,
we obtain:

pdev2 =
X
c

vc [f(�
�
1c + ��2c)� f(��1c)� f(��2c)] (22)

+
X
c

vcf(�
dev
2c )� �

X
c

�dev2c :

Let �� denote Seller 2's change in pro�t if it deviates to
a larger bundle. Then, using Eq. 15,

�� =

"
pdev2 � r

X
c

�dev2c

#
�
"
p�2 � r

X
c

��2c

#

= pdev2 � p�2 � r�

= vc0 [f(�
�
2c0 + �)� f(��2c0 ]� (r + �)�: (23)

Letting � ! 0, we �nd that �� is positive (and hence the
deviation is pro�table) if:

@f(��2c0)

@�2c0
>

r + �

vc0
(24)

Recall from Eq. 19 that, at the original outcome,

@f(��1c0 + ��2c0)

@�2c0
=

r + �

vc0
: (25)

Since f(�) is a concave function,
@f(��2c0)

@�2c0
>

@f(��1c0 + ��2c0)

@�2c0
: (26)

Thus, for any outcome derived in the previous section, Seller
2 could increase its pro�t by deviating to a larger bundle
and higher price. Since the game is symmetric, the same
analysis could be applied to Seller 1 to show that it too has
an incentive to try to increase its bundle.
The desire of both sellers to increase their bundle size

would lead to the total supply of articles in each category
exceeding the e�cient level �totc , as de�ned in Eq. 20. But,
if this occurs, there cannot be a price equilibrium in which
the consumers always buy from all s sellers unless the sellers
earn zero pro�ts and hence are indi�erent as to whether or
not their bundle is purchased. In general, even if all other
sellers sell their respective bundles at cost, a seller could earn
a positive pro�t by providing a better bundle and selling it
for some low (but non-zero) mark-up. This is not possible
only if a competitor (s0) already o�ers the consumer's most

preferred bundle: ~�s0 = ~�totc . But s0 maximizes its pro�t by
selling the optimum bundle at cost only if at least one other
seller is doing the same. Thus, when sellers choose bundles
and prices simultaneously, the Nash Equilibrium involves at

least two sellers o�ering the bundle ~�totc for a price r
P

c
�totc .

These sellers do not necessarily o�er identical articles, but
they do provide the same total amount of content from each
category. A consumer �nds the bundles equally valuable,
but does not want to purchase multiple bundles because a
larger conglomeration does not add enough value to o�set
the increased clutter cost.

5.3 Summary
As expected, the socially e�cient bundle size is smaller as

the cost of creating content increases. A monopolist would
produce this e�cient bundle (since it is able to capture the
entire consumers' surplus). For the oligopoly model, timing
has a large impact on the resultant outcome. In the sequen-
tial version, sellers can predict the equilibrium prices that
will result for any given product o�ering con�guration. This
allows for tacit collusion. Other papers have shown similarly
that pre-commitment to investment levels such as in capac-
ity or advertising [17, 19, 38, 42], location [24] or price (the
Stackelberg leader-follower model) [45, 6] allow �rms to in-
uence the degree of competition in their industry. In the
current model, when content decisions precede pricing deci-
sions, there is a continuum of equilibria in which the sum of
articles produced by an oligopoly equals the monopoly (and
hence socially e�cient) level. However, these outcomes are
not equilibria if content and pricing choices are made simul-
taneously. In this case, sellers have an incentive to produce
larger bundles and siphon business away from their competi-
tors. However, if sellers overproduce, consumers will not buy
all o�ered bundles. Thus, pro�ts are driven to zero. In equi-
librium, at least two sellers o�er to sell the optimal bundle
at cost.

6. SIMULATION
The game-theoretic analysis of the previous section as-

sumed that the sellers chose either their prices or both their
prices and their bundle composition simultaneously. It is
also worthwhile (and probably more realistic) to investi-
gate a scenario in which sellers asynchronously update their
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prices and bundling choices in response to the choices made
by their competitors.
In this section, we assume that each seller s knows the

buyers' parameters (their valuations and saturation func-
tions), and that it also knows the current price and bundling
parameters for its competitors. Using this information, seller
s sets its ps and �sc to the values that maximize its expected
pro�t, given the current state of the market. In other words,
each seller employs a myopic best-response strategy that is
optimal in the short-term, up until the moment when some
other seller resets its parameters. The myopic best-response
strategy, sometimes referred to as the \myoptimal" strat-
egy, is attractively simple to describe and implement, and
has been studied in several other models of software agent
markets [22, 27, 35, 20].
In order to study the behavior of a market in which the

sellers use an asynchronous, myoptimal strategy, we simu-
late its evolution from a given initial condition. The simula-
tion proceeds as follows. At each discrete time step, a buyer
or seller is randomly selected to act. If the selected agent
is a buyer b, it experiments with all possible sets of bun-
dles, evaluates Eq. 1 for each, and chooses to purchase q�bs
bundles from each seller s, where q�bs represents the vector
that maximizes b's surplus. In our simulation, we restrict
qbs to be either 0 or 1, i.e., the buyer purchases at most one
bundle from each seller, so the total number of bundle sets
to explore is 2S. If S is not larger than 10 or so, it is feasible
for the buyer to search exhaustively over all of the options.
If, on the other hand, the selected agent is a seller s,

then it re-evaluates its parameter settings using a myopti-
mal policy. It implements this by evaluating the expected
pro�t (Eq. 2) for all possible ps and �sc, and then select-
ing the values at which the expected pro�t is maximized.
Note that, in order to evaluate Eq. 2 for any given setting
of ps and �sc, the seller must compute qbs for each b. In
other words, it must simulate each buyer's decision under
each possible choice of ps and �sc. Depending on the vari-
ous market parameters, this can be a very time-consuming
operation. Suppose that �sc is restricted to integer values
in the range 0 � �sc � �max. Then, if the possible prices
are taken to be of the form 0 < p = n� � pmax, where n is
an integer and � is the price quantum, then the seller must
loop over pmax�

�1(�max + 1)C candidate values of ps and
�sc. For each of these candidates, the seller must simulate
B buyers, each of which is examining 2S possible bundle sets
and selecting the best to determine qbs.
For example, one of the more computationally intensive

simulations we have run used the parameters S = 5, B =
500, C = 3, �max = 4, pmax = 1:0, and � = 0:01. Therefore,
every time a seller re-evaluated its parameters, it had to
loop over 6400 candidate settings of ps and �sc, each of
which required 16000 evaluations of Eq. 1. Therefore a single
time step of the simulation required 16000 evaluations of
Eq. 1 if the selected agent was a buyer, and over 100 million
evaluations if the selected agent was a seller.
The simulator permits us to follow the evolution of ps

and �sc over time, along with other quantities of interest
on which they depend. In addition to providing insight into
market behavior that ensues when sellers are permitted to
observe and respond asynchronously to one another's price
and bundling choices, the simulator also allows us to extend
our study to more than two sellers, heterogeneous prefer-
ences, and integer-valued � parameters.

First, consider a market with S = 2 myoptimal sellers,
C = 2 categories, and 500 buyers with homogeneous in-
trinsic valuations v1 = 1 and v2 = 0:5 and a square-root
saturation function. If the production cost r and the clutter
cost � are both 0.2, then the optimal bundle for a monopolist
is (21) (see Figure 1). Starting from a random initial condi-
tion, the simulation evolves as shown in Figure 4. The two
sellers immediately enter into a battle over the bundle (21),
driving one another's prices down until they settle at a price
of 0.61, with is exactly one price quantum above the bun-
dle production cost of (2+ 1)r = 0:60. Thus the myoptimal
sellers reach (essentially) the game-theoretic equilibrium de-
rived in section 5.2 for sellers that can set their price and
bundle simultaneously: the sellers each choose the optimal
monopolist bundle and drive one another down to (nearly)
cost.
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Figure 4: Simulated price dynamics for 2 sellers, 2
categories, and 500 buyers each with intrinsic valu-
ations v1 = 1, v2 = 1=2. For all buyers, � = 0:2. For
all sellers, r = 0:2.

With the simulator, we can explore markets with more
sellers and more categories. Fig. 5 depicts the price dynam-
ics for 5 sellers who can choose from among 3 categories. All
other parameters are exactly as in Fig. 4, with the addition
that v3 = 1=3. During the �rst 1000 time steps, the sell-
ers all compete for (200), but between times 1000 and 2000
they all switch over into a competition for the monopolist
bundle|(210) in this case. Again, competition forces prices
down to 0.61, which is one price quantum above the bundle
production cost, (2 + 1 + 0)r = 0:60.
The simulator also permits us to explore what happens

when consumer preferences are heterogeneous|a case for
which game-theoretic analysis appears to be quite di�cult.
Figure 6 illustrates a market that is almost identical to that
depicted in Figure 4, except that the consumers' intrinsic
valuations vbc are drawn uniformly from the unit interval.
For r = � = 0:2, the optimal monopolist bundle is (11) (see
Fig. 2). After a few rounds of price setting, the sellers enter
into a price war over (11), and through successive under-
cutting the price heads down toward the bundle production
cost, 2r = 0:4. However, when the price gets down as low
as 0.44, the best response is not to undercut to 0.43. In-
stead, the next seller to re-evaluate its price switches to the
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Figure 5: Simulated price dynamics for 5 sellers, 3
categories, and 500 buyers each with intrinsic valu-
ations v1 = 1, v2 = 1=2, and v3 = 1=3. For all buyers,
� = 0:2. For all sellers, r = 0:2.

bundle (01) at price 0.35. The other seller responds to this
by setting its bundle to (11) and its price to 0.70, where-
upon the other seller responds by reverting to (11) and just
undercutting to 0.69. This incites another price war cycle,
and the process continues inde�nitely. The cycles do not
repeat one another perfectly because, while the individual
sellers behave deterministically, they adjust their prices and
bundle compositions in a random order.
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Figure 6: Simulated price dynamics for 2 sellers,
2 categories, and 500 buyers with uniformly dis-
tributed valuations. For all buyers, � = 0:2. For
all sellers, r = 0:2.

Averaged over time, the pro�ts for heterogeneous pref-
erences are not nearly zero, as they were for homogeneous
preferences. This is an interesting reversal of the situation
for a single seller. A monopolist can extract all of the surplus
from consumers that have homogeneous valuations, but can
only extract a fraction of the surplus from consumers with
heterogeneous valuations. For example, for homogeneous

preferences of the form assumed in Fig. 4, the optimal price,
bundle, and pro�t are 1.314, (21), and 0.714, while for het-
erogeneous preferences of the form assumed in Fig. 6 they
are and 0.725, (11), and 0.119, respectively. In the corre-
sponding duopoly, the measured prices, bundles, and prof-
its6 are 0.61, (21), and 0.005 for the homogeneous case.7 For
the heterogeneous case, the prices and bundle compositions
cycle inde�nitely, but averaged over these cycles the mea-
sured pro�t per buyer transaction is roughly 0.034|much
higher than for the homogeneous case. Note that the pro�t
in the homogeneous case is proportional to the price quan-
tum, which may be arbitrarily small, while the pro�t in the
heterogeneous case does not depend in any essential way on
the size of the price quantum.
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Figure 7: Simulated price dynamics for 5 sellers,
3 categories, and 500 buyers with uniformly dis-
tributed valuations. For all buyers, � = 0:2. For
all sellers, r = 0:2.

Cyclical price and bundle composition wars can get more
complex with more sellers and categories. Figure 7 shows
the price dynamics when all parameters are kept as in Fig. 6,
except that the number of sellers is increased to 5 and the
number of categories is increased to 3. In this case, the
optimal monopolist bundle is (111). By time step 3000, all
5 sellers have settled into a price war over the (111) bundle.
However, near time step 4000, one of the sellers �nds it
more advantageous to switch to the (110) bundle and drop
its price dramatically, from 0.68 to 0.55. Three other sellers
quickly follow suit, successively undercutting one another.
This e�ect shows up clearly as a vertical gap in the price
dynamics between approximately 0.55 and 0.65. At this
point, the �fth seller is the only one o�ering category 3. It
�nds that it can maximize its pro�t by adhering to (111)
and jacking its price up to 0.98. As soon as it does so, the

6The pro�ts reported here for multi-seller simulations are
normalized by dividing the pro�t that accrues during a given
interval by the number of buyer actions that are taken sys-
temwide during that interval. This supports a fair compar-
ison with the monopolist pro�ts, which are computed from
Eqs. 5 divided by the number of buyers.
7The pro�t of 0.005 can be understood as an even split be-
tween the two sellers of the price-quantum worth of pro�t
per sale.
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other sellers switch to (111) and attempt to undercut one
another, and the cycle begins anew.
Even more complex cycles can be observed as the costs r

and � are decreased because the optimal monopolist bundle
grows larger. For example, if, in the market depicted in
Fig. 7, r and � are reduced from 0.2 to 0.125, the sellers'
bundle compositions cycle irregularly through (112), (121),
(211), (102), (111), (101), and (011).
Cyclical price wars have been observed previously in a va-

riety of models of agent economies in which the agents em-
ploy a myoptimal strategy [22, 35, 20]. The more complex
cycles observed here, which involve bundle composition as
well, are reminiscent of behavior seen previously in studies of
a related information �ltering model that included informa-
tion categories [27, 26].8 Cyclical price and bundle compo-
sition wars are symptomatic of an underlying multi-peaked
pro�t landscape. We believe that such landscapes may occur
in a broad array of markets. Even when sellers use strategies
other than myopic best-response, a multi-peaked landscape
can lead to non-equilibrium market dynamics [22, 27].
From another perspective, the fact that sellers' use of

myoptimal strategies induces non-equilibrium market dy-
namics when buyers' preferences are heterogeneous indicates
that, if sellers were to make their price and bundle choices
simultaneously, there would be a mixed-strategy solution.
Such a phenomenon occurs in a much di�erent framework
presented by Hopkins [23]. In this continuous-time best-
response model, agents choose the price that performs best
against the predicted play of their opponents, which is esti-
mated from past observations. Hopkins �nds that the strat-
egy choices and average payo�s observed in the dynamic
game are very similar to the game's unique mixed-strategy
equilibrium.
Our model does satisfy the su�cient condition found by

Dasgupta and Maskin [9] for a mixed strategy equilibrium to
exist.9 Unfortunately, analytic computation of the mixed-
strategy game-theoretic solution is likely to be di�cult if
not impossible. Papers that make such calculations greatly
simplify the structure of consumer demand and limit �rm
strategies to competing only on price [41, 44] or only on
product characteristics [34, 40], but not both simultane-
ously. However, no-regret learning techniques have been
shown to be capable of �nding Nash equilibria for related
market games in which there are several hundred possible
strategies [21]. It would be of great interest to perform such
a computation and compare the game-theoretic probabilistic
equilibrium with the simulated results obtained here.

8One important di�erence between the information
bundling model presented here and the information �lter-
ing model studied previously is that the analog of the bundle
composition parameters � is a probability for an article to be
included in an information stream, as opposed to an integer
number of articles included in an information bundle.
9Dasgupta and Maskin prove the existence of a mixed strat-
egy equilibrium for a robust class of games where agents have
discontinuous payo� functions. Our model satis�es their suf-
�cient condition that the sum of agents' payo�s be upper
semi-continuous. A discontinuity in each �rm's payo� func-
tion is present because a discrete jump in pro�t occurs if two
�rms choose the same content con�guration and one �rm re-
duces its price from just above to just below its competitor's
price. However, since this marginal reduction in price does
not lead to a discrete change in combined pro�ts for the two
�rms, the upper semi-continuity property is maintained.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Recognizing that online content providers will have the

opportunity to adjust both prices and content categories
dynamically and automatically, we have introduced the ele-
ment of categorization into the study of information bundling.
Our ultimate aim is to gain a good understanding of how to
create e�ective individual strategies for sellers in such mar-
kets. This in turn necessitates a fundamental understand-
ing of the dynamics of such markets when several sellers are
competing to o�er related products.
Starting �rst with a monopolist, we characterized how the

composition of the optimal bundle is a�ected by the sell-
ers' production costs and the buyers' clutter (or consump-
tion) costs. The optimal bundle size is small when costs are
high, and increases as the costs are decreased. Next, when
we introduced competition, we found that monopolist and
oligopolist behavior are closely related in ways that depend
upon the speci�c assumptions. When sellers choose their
bundle and their price sequentially, and buyers' preferences
are homogeneous, there is a continuum of Nash equilibria in
which the total article production of the sellers is equivalent
to that which would be o�ered by a monopolist. However,
when sellers choose their bundle and their price simultane-
ously, and buyers' preferences are homogeneous, then every
seller individually sets its bundle size to that of the monop-
olist, and prices get driven down to cost. For simultaneous
choice of bundles and prices, and with our particular choice
of heterogeneous preferences, a simulation of myoptimal sell-
ers demonstrated that it is possible for sellers to sustain pos-
itive pro�ts on average. Interestingly, in this case the market
exhibits unending cycles in prices and bundle composition,
with the monopolist bundle representing the largest bundle
that is ever o�ered.
Monopolists prefer homogeneous consumer preferences to

heterogeneous ones because they can exploit homogeneity to
extract all of the surplus. However, the situation is reversed
when there are two or more sellers. Homogeneity makes it
possible for a seller to (temporarily) grab all of the market
share by undercutting its rivals, but this short-sighted strat-
egy leads to a price war that ultimately leads to negligible
pro�ts for all sellers. When consumers are heterogeneous
in their preferences, no seller can completely satisfy the en-
tire market, and therefore several di�erent pro�table niches
may be available to sellers. In these simulations, it was pos-
sible for sellers to jump easily (without cost) to any niches
that they desired, and they continually did so, creating a
never-ending cycle of price and bundle composition wars. 10

However, despite the failure of the market to settle to an
equilibrium, the sellers were able to make �nite pro�ts.
Even in electronic marketplaces, friction will exist at some

level. It remains to investigate various forms of friction and
their impact on market behavior. Even for online infor-
mation goods, there are sunk costs (e.g. costs for creating
the content in the �rst place) that may cause sellers to be
less nimble in their choice of bundle composition. However,
these costs will typically be less than for physical goods.
Another source of friction occurs on the buyer side. Buyers
may experience some cost for obtaining information about

10If the sellers were free to occupy several niches simultane-
ously, either by o�ering several di�erent bundles at di�erent
prices, or by setting some more complex price schedule, it is
conceivable that this phenomenon would no longer persist.
This is de�nitely worth exploring in future work.
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price and bundle composition, although again these costs are
likely to be lowered by the Internet and technologies that ex-
ploit it, such as comparison shopping agents. If the bundles
are su�ciently complex in nature, buyers may also experi-
ence some computational cost for optimizing their selection
of bundles from di�erent vendors. These types of costs may
prevent buyers from fully optimizing their purchases. Price
dispersion theory [12, 37, 46] suggests that this is another
mechanism by which positive pro�ts can be sustained.
Another important e�ect that remains as a topic for fu-

ture research is the ability of sellers to o�er several di�erent
con�gurations rather than just a single bundle. This opens
up a vastly greater number of options for the sellers, most
likely making the optimization required for best-response in-
feasible. Sellers would have to employ heuristic optimization
approaches, and it will most likely be necessary to rely en-
tirely on simulation approaches to understand the behavior
of such markets.
Finally, it should be pointed out that the analysis and

simulation presented in this paper assumed that both sellers
and buyers have a great deal of knowledge of the state of the
market. In reality, buyers and sellers (or software agents
operating on their behalf) will have to learn or infer market
parameters. The study of agent learning in such markets is
just in its infancy [7, 25].
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